The paucity of old millisecond pulsars observed at the galactic center of the Milky Way could be the result of dark matter accumulating in and destroying neutron stars. In regions of high dark matter density, dark matter clumped in a pulsar can exceed the Schwarzschild limit and collapse into a natal black hole which destroys the pulsar. We examine what dark matter models are consistent with this hypothesis and find regions of parameter space where dark matter accumulation can significantly degrade the neutron star population within the galactic center while remaining consistent with observations of old millisecond pulsars in globular clusters and near the solar position. We identify what dark matter couplings and masses might cause a young pulsar at the galactic center to unexpectedly extinguish. Finally, we find that pulsar collapse age scales inversely with the dark matter density and linearly with the dark matter velocity dispersion. This implies that maximum pulsar age is spatially dependent on position within the dark matter halo of the Milky Way. In turn, this pulsar age spatial dependence will be dark matter model dependent.
Dark matter (DM) is evident in the rotational velocities of galaxies, the equation of state of the primordial universe, and the gravitational lensing of colliding galactic clusters. Although its gravitational characteristics are well established, its other putative, impuissant interactions have only been constrained. Nevertheless, there are hints of DM couplings in gamma ray excesses from the galactic center (GC) [1] [2] [3] [4] a keV photon line in galactic clusters [5, 6] , and the cored out mass profiles of dwarf galaxies [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Recently, X-ray observations by the NuSTAR and Swift satellites observed pulsating emission from a magnetar located at an angular distance of only 3" from the dynamical center of the galaxy -corresponding to a three-dimensional separation of only ∼ 0.1 pc [11, 12] . This finding was followed-up by several groups, who found radio pulsations from the same object [13, 14] . The radio data indicated that the temporal broadening of the pulsar beam by electrons in the GC region was rather small, compared to theoretical predictions [15] . Previously, it had been reasonable to assume that the temporal broadening at radio energies was larger than the pulse frequency, making it impossible to observe even bright pulsars located in the GC. These new measurements of the temporal broadening instead indicate that a significant fraction of pulsars, and even millisecond pulsars (MSPs), located in the GC should be detectable by current radio surveys [16] . The null detection of additional pulsars thus creates significant tension between models of binary pulsar evolution and current observations, and is now termed the "missing pulsar problem" [17] [18] [19] . While this tension is extremely statistically significant, [20] show that it is potentially resolvable through alterations in the luminosity function of the pulsar population.
In this work we propose that DM may scatter into dense cores in pulsars and exceed the Schwarzschild limit within the lifetime of GC pulsars, especially MSPs. Indeed, many bounds have been placed on non-annihilating (a.k.a. Asymmetric) DM with the observation of old and compact astrophysical objects [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . We note that the DM NS collapse mechanism requires that the DM annihilation rate be nearly non-existent, and that the symmetry enforcing this remains valid during collapse to a black hole. Otherwise the DM will annihilate away before crossing the Schwarzschild radius [31, 32] .
The bounds derived from pulsar collapse require a sequence of calculations in order to determine whether surrounding DM collapses pulsars: (i) DM accumulates in the pulsar via gravitational infall followed by DM-fermion scatter, (ii) the DM thermalizes into a core at the center of the pulsar, (iii) for bosonic DM a Bose-Einstein condensate forms, while for fermionic DM a substantial attractive self-interaction permits collapse, (iv) the DM energy must be minimized at arbitrarily small distances so DM collapse proceeds, (v) the resulting black hole (BH) must accrete circumferential material quickly or it will evaporate via Hawking radiation. Below we quantify these calculations and utilize them to determine what mass and couplings DM would have if a radially dependent maximum pulsar age at the GC is a consequence of DM pulsar destruction. Particularly, we demonstrate that a single precipitous extinction of a young pulsar at the GC could fix a mass/fermion coupling ratio for DM.
In the treatment that follows, we assume asymmetric DM with a small scattering interaction with nucleons via a heavy, decoupled mediator. For bosonic DM, these are the only necessary requirements, though we also consider the affect of a small (λ = 10 −15 ) quartic coupling. For fermionic DM, it is necessary to include a large attractive self-interaction to precipitate collapse in spite of Fermi degeneracy pressure -here this is implemented with a Yukawa coupling to a light boson. For a fuller treatment of asymmetric dark matter, see [38, 39] and references therein.
If DM has a scattering interaction with nucleons (or electrons [35] ), then ambient DM will collect in pulsars. A detailed calculation for the scattering of circumferential DM on pulsars [22, 32, 36, 40] determines that the total capture rate is given by
Here the local DM density is ρ X , the velocity dispersion isv X , the number of nucleons in the pulsar is N B , the pulsar escape velocity is v esc , the DM mass is m X , and
) is a function of the DM-nucleon scattering cross section σ nX . Equation 1 includes refinements that take into account a maximum DM-pulsar cross section σ sat ≡ R 2 N S /(0.45N B ξ) where R N S is the pulsar radius. The maximum scattering crosssection of the pulsar along with the capture rate depend on Pauli blocking, that is whether incoming DM can excite nucleons above the Fermi surface ξ ∼ min[ [27, 32, 35, 36] ). Finally, the term in square brackets in (1) accounts for DM too energetic to be captured by nucleon scattering,
For a nucleon mass m B ∼ GeV this will be negligible until the DM is quite heavy, m X 10 6 GeV. The parenthetical term of (1) is the most salient feature of the capture rate in this study. Capture scales as DM density over velocity, and thus a 7 Gyr old pulsar near the solar position, where
has a smaller captured DM mass than a 40 kyr pulsar located 0.1 pc from the GC, where
. Indeed, these separate observations will provide close upper and lower bounds resulting in a well-defined relation between DM mass and nucleon scattering.
In order for the DM captured by a pulsar to collapse into a BH, the DM must clump within a small enough space that its energy is minimized at the Schwarzschild radius. This clumping occurs because the DM rescatters with partons in the pulsar until it has thermalized at a pulsar temperature ∼ 10 5 − 10 6 K. A recent calculation of DM thermalizing in a non-relativistic Fermi gas via heavy mediators [35] found a thermalization time of t th 3.7 kyr
where T N S is the temperature of the pulsar. This thermalization time substantially impacts pulsar collapse at the GC, as shown in Figures 1 and 2 . The radius of thermalization can be estimated using the virial equation, r th =
, where ρ B is the density of nucleons in the pulsar. , and the lower bound on these parameters assuming DM has collapsed millisecond pulsars 10 7 years old at the GC (black dot-dashed line) are shown. If bosonic DM has collapsed millisecond pulsars, its parameters will lie in the shaded region between these contours, except for the region below the no thermalization contour (dashed, red), under which DM will not settle into the core of a pulsar. The upper dashed line indicates thermalization within 10 5 years, the lower, 10 9 years. The upper panel shows bosonic DM with very small selfinteractions (λ = 10 −30 ), while the bottom panel assumes bosonic DM with a small λ|φ| 4 term (λ = 10 −15 ).
After DM has collected into a tight space in the pulsar, it will collapse to a BH either by forming into a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) or degenerate fermions. Turning our attention to the bosonic case [34] , a BEC will form out of bosons in excess of N BEC = ζ(3)
, where ρ B and P B ∼ 0.3ρ B are the core density and pressure of a pulsar [41] .
This DM BEC will collapse to a BH when it passes the Chandrasekhar limit [31] . For a bosonic field with a selfcoupling term λ|φ| 4 , the Chandrasekhar limit for bosons
. The dark BH will consume the pulsar rather than dissipating via Hawking radiation so long as,
where M BH = N Chand m X is the mass of the BH and v s /c ∼ 0.1 is the sound speed in a pulsar. The first and second terms of (3) are the Bondi accretion and Hawking radiation, while the third term accounts for DM feeding into the BH from a BEC phase. As detailed in [27, 31] (see also [37] ), for m X 100 GeV DM the black hole will grow if subsequent BEC DM falls in more rapidly than the BH evaporates. BEC DM not infalling this rapidly would invalidate the m X 100 GeV parameter space in the top panel of Figure 1 . Using the recent observation of a young and highly magnetized pulsar near the GC [11] [12] [13] [14] [42] with a measured surface temperature of ∼ 10 5 K, which implies a core temperature of ∼ 10 6 K [27, 43] . The newly discovered magnetar J1745-2900, 0.1 pc from the GC, resides in a much denser bath of DM (ρ X ∼ 7 × 10 4 GeV/cm 3 ,v X ∼ 200 km/s). In this work we use typical values for pulsar mass and radius, 1.5M
1.7 × 10 57 GeV and 11 km, and assume the magnetar at the GC has a temperature ∼ 10 6 K. In Figure 1 we show what DM masses and nucleon scattering cross-sections are consistent with pulsars older than ∼ 10 5 − 10 7 yr imploding at the GC, while longerlived pulsars near earth do not collapse. Assuming that absent ∼ 10 7 yr old millisecond pulsars at the GC have collapsed into BHs, these simultaneous requirements restrict asymmetric DM to a band of masses and very small scattering cross sections. Of particular interest is the bound on the DM-nucleon cross-section set by the young pulsar, shown as a thick dashed line in Figure 1 . A future collapse of this young pulsar would indicate that DM mass and couplings lie on this bounding line. For the same reason, if one assumes the absence of expected young pulsars at the GC [19] is the result of DM collapse, the DM parameters should lie just below this line. Furthermore, if young pulsars are being destroyed by bosonic DM with very small self-interactions (λ < 10 −30 [31] ) as in the top panel, the DM responsible cannot have a mass between 10 MeV and a TeV -this range is ruled out, because thermalization takes longer than 10 5 years. We consider DM fermions which collect in a pulsar and collapse by overcoming Fermi degeneracy pressure with very strong attractive self-interactions. We focus on fermionic DM self-coupled by a light scalar mediator, V Y uk = αφXX with mediator mass m φ = 10 MeV and Yukawa coupling α = 0.1. This Yukawa term is a possible explanation for flattened dwarf galaxy core mass halos Curves for which fermionic DM will destroy a 7 Gyr pulsars near earth, young pulsars 0.1 pc from the GC, and GC millisecond pulsars, are shown with conventions given in Figure 1 . The parameter space shown is for fermionic DM with a Yukawa coupling (α = 0.1) to a light (m φ = 10 MeV) boson. DM masses < 100 GeV may be excluded by bullet clusters and the ellipticity of spiral galaxies [44] . [44, 45] . DM fermions with this self-coupling and even very small nucleon scattering cross-sections will collapse in pulsars [29, 36] . To determine the number of DM fermions necessary for collapse, we numerically solve for
the virial equation of a DM particle at the edge of the thermalized region, where the virialized kinetic energy E k is given by 3k B T N S for nondegenerate and
for degenerate DM. The variable y 1.6m φ r/N 1/3 X is the exponent of the Yukawa potential for nearest neighbor fermions. Note that at collapse, the self-gravity of the fermions is negligible. In this treatment we only consider DM parameters for which the Yukawa potential is strongly-screened (y > 1) at the onset of collapse, so that (4) is the baryonic and DM gravitational potential. If α > 4.7(m φ /m X ) 2 collapse will continue when the DM becomes relativistic. More details can be found in [36] . Unlike the bosonic case in (3), the DM fermions are not confined to a BEC and so will not efficiently feed into the BH after it is formed. The pulsar will be swallowed if the number of collapsing fermions exceeds
, which is the number required for the baryonic accretion of the BH to outpace the Hawking radiation rate. In Figure 2 we plot a detection band for self-interacting fermionic DM which collapses pulsars in the GC.
A prediction of GC pulsar collapsing DM is that there is a maximum age that a pulsar can reach before a DM BH devours the star. This maximum age should depend sensitively on the local DM density (1), and thus on the distance of the pulsar from the center of the Milky Way. The shape and normalization of this maximum age curve could be used to help determine DM mass, couplings, and self-interactions. Efforts to precisely determine the mass distribution and velocity profile of the inner parsec are ongoing, however there is ample evidence that baryonic matter at 0.1 parsecs achieves velocities ∼ 200 km/s [46] [47] [48] . In this study we assume that the DM density follows an NFW profile ρ(r) = ρ 0 (r/rs) −γ (1+r/rs) 3−γ , with γ = 1.0, r s = 20 kpc, and ρ 0 = 0.4 GeV/cm 3 [49, 50] . A lesscusped profile would decrease GC DM density, leading to longer pulsar collapse times. To fit galactic velocity profiles both outside r 0.5 pc [51] along with the observed velocities of stars in the central parsec [48] , we assume a mass distribution given by
where the first term is M 0 = 10 63 GeV, and the last two density terms are Hernquist potentials, ρ Hi (r) = ρ H0i (r −1 )/(r 0i + r) 3 , with ρ H01 = 2 × 10 3 GeV/cm 3 , r 01 = 2.7 kpc, ρ H02 = 4 MeV/cm 3 and r 02 = 0.01 kpc. We approximate the velocity dispersion as the orbital velocity,v(r) ∼ v c (r) = GM (r)/r.
In Figure 3 we plot curves of maximum pulsar age as a function of distance from the GC. Such a dependence would be a signal of asymmetric DM. The coupling of DM to nucleons determines the normalization of this curve. Curves with a higher normalization destroy only millisecond pulsars, while lower curves destroy young pulsars at the GC (this implies weaker and stronger nucleon scattering, respectively). It is intriguing that the detection of a flat pulsar age distribution in the central parsec would imply bosonic DM with a mass between 10 MeV and a TeV and a very weak quartic coupling (λ = 0). DM with a mass and quartic coupling in this range, because of the tiny nucleon scattering it is required to have vis-a-vis solar position pulsar bounds, cannot scatter efficiently with neutrons and will not have enough time to clump into a BH progenitor.
Our results show that asymmetric DM can collapse old MSPs at the GC, remaining consistent with local MSP observations. The "missing pulsar problem" also extends to young pulsars -we have shown these may be converted into BHs ∼ 10 5 years after forming. Interestingly, the one observed pulsar in the GC region is a magnetar, and thus probably one of the youngest pulsars in our galaxy. While this may indicate that young pulsars are destroyed by DM near the GC, it may also indicate more routine astrophysical phenomena, like a slow star formation rate between 25 -60 Myr ago, or a top-heavy stellar initial mass function that preferences the formation of BHs over pulsars [52] . Additionally, it is worth noting that while several low mass X-ray binaries are observed near the GC it is not known whether the compact object in these systems is currently a pulsar or BH [53] . Direct collapse of a pulsar is unlikely to disrupt a stable low-mass X-ray binary.
Some prior work on DM NS bounds speculated that a nearby Gyr old pulsar in globular cluster M4 may reside in a DM background density of ∼ 10 3 GeV/cm 3 [23, 27, 31] . Such a pulsar is nominally at odds with some of the DM parameter space presented here. However, as noted by the same papers, M4 is unlikely to have a high DM density [54, 55] .
On the other hand, if old pulsars are found to collapse via DM accumulation in the GC, with old pulsars in dense DM halos elsewhere, this would be an indication of multicomponent DM. Indeed, multicomponent DM frameworks with varied spatial and temporal abundances [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] could explain how DM at the GC destroys pulsars while other DM does not. Particularly, a disk of asymmetric DM [61] with sizable nucleon scattering would explain old pulsars outside the disk plane surviving. A pulsar signal of multicomponent DM could be correlated with other signals of multicomponent DM, for example a DM decay mass spectrum in AMS-02 cosmic-ray positron fraction measurements [62] . In fact, pulsar collapsing DM can have significant decays without upsetting the collapse mechanism [31] . This is a particular strength of searching for pulsar collapses due to DM accumulation -they provide a handle on the spatial distribution of asymmetric DM, in contrast with conventional indirect methods for studying annihilating DM. Furthermore, pulsar age searches are sensitive to nucleon scattering cross sections well below those attainable with conventional direct detection methods. We leave a complete study of multicomponent pulsar collapsing DM, and other applications of pulsar-crushing DM in the central parsec to future work.
